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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a study of a high rate closed-loop spin controller that uses only
electromagnetic coils as actuators. The controller is able to perform spin rate control and
simultaneously align the spin axis with the Earth's inertial reference frame. It is
implemented, optimised and simulated for a 1-unit CubeSat ESTCube-1 to fulfil its
mission requirements: spin the satellite up to 360 deg s�1 around the z-axis and align
its spin axis with the Earth's polar axis with a pointing error of less than 31. The attitude of
the satellite is determined using a magnetic field vector, a Sun vector and angular velocity.
It is estimated using an Unscented Kalman Filter and controlled using three electro-
magnetic coils. The algorithm is tested in a simulation environment that includes models
of space environment and environmental disturbances, sensor and actuator emulation,
attitude estimation, and a model to simulate the time delay caused by on-board
calculations. In addition to the normal operation mode, analyses of reduced satellite
functionality are performed: significant errors of attitude estimation due to non-
operational Sun sensors; and limited actuator functionality due to two non-operational
coils. A hardware-in-the-loop test is also performed to verify on-board software.

& 2013 IAA. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The development of nanosatellites has opened up new
opportunities for space exploitation by decreasing average
development times and mission costs [1]. Widespread use of
the CubeSat standard [2] has enabled further reductions in
average launch costs as standardised deployment systems
have been developed for many different launchers. A wide
range of general subsystems designed specifically for Cube
Satellites is commercially available. Also, CubeSat developers
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often rely on the commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) compo-
nents [3]. At the same time, strict limitations on mass and
volume are challenging because of limited power production,
limited computational performance as well as limited means
of attitude measurements and control [4–6].

Despite these limitations, nanosatellites can accommo-
date more and more ambitious scientific payloads and
technology for in-orbit demonstrations. Some experiments
require active Attitude Determination and Control Systems
(ADCS) using only electromagnetic actuation and on-board
software of reduced computational complexity. [7–11].

Multiple nanosatellites have performed, or plan to
perform, spin control using electromagnetic actuation.
HAMSAT [12,13], Solar sail Cubesat [14], UOSAT [15] and
TSUBAME [16] use B-dot [17] based spin controllers.
Balaraman et al. [18] and Grahn [19] also discuss the
B-dot based approach. FAST [20] and CINEMA [21] satel-
lites use a two-stage controller (spin rate and precession)
based on an analysis by Shigehara [22] and Grubin [23].
reserved.
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Ovchinnikov et al. [24] have developed a controller that
can also be implemented as a two-stage controller. The
magnetic fault-tolerant spin stabilising controller for the
JC2Sat-FF mission [25] stands out with its efficient simul-
taneous control of spin rate and alignment of the spin axis
with the Earth's inertial reference frame. However, the use
of this controller for high spin rate control (magnitudes of
hundreds of deg s�1) has not previously been examined.

This study presents a spin control algorithm, which has
been implemented, optimised and simulated for a 1-unit
CubeSat [2] ESTCube-1 [26,27]. Monte Carlo simulation
results of a fully operational satellite are presented. Two
analyses of the satellite of reduced functionality are carried
out, in the first instance by simulating non-operational
Sun sensors and in the second instance by simulating two
non-operational coils. Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) test
results are presented.

The spin control algorithm is implemented and tested
in a MATLABs Simulinks space simulation environment
[28,29] that includes models of space environment and
environmental disturbance, sensor and actuator emula-
tion, an Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [30] for attitude
estimation, and a model to simulate the time delay caused
by on-board calculations.

2. Requirements

While there could be many applications of magnetic
satellite spin control for nanosatellites (e.g., spin-stabilisa-
tion), this paper studies the use of controller for the
ESTCube-1 satellite to fulfil the following mission require-
ment: spin the satellite up to 360 deg s�1 around the
z-axis (major axis of inertia) and align its spin axis with
the Earth's polar axis with a pointing error of less than 31.
This mission is the first in-space Electric Solar Wind Sail
(E-sail) [31] experiment carried out on the ESTCube-1
satellite, a 1-unit, 1.1 kg CubeSat that will be in Sun-
synchronous polar orbit at an altitude of E680 km. The
satellite will use the centrifugal force provided by spin-up
manoeuvre to deploy a 10 m long tether. A rather high
value of angular rate of 360 deg s�1 was selected to ensure
a high enough tether tension to pull the tether out from
the reel reliably. The angular rate of 360 deg s�1 will
decrease to E20 deg s�1 during tether deployment due
to angular momentum conservation. After tether deploy-
ment, the E-sail experiment will be run by charging the
tether synchronously with the satellite spin to increase
and decrease the satellite angular rate by employing the
Coulomb drag force. In a polar orbit, the Coulomb drag
force changes the spin rate of the tether maximally when
the orbital velocity vector lies in the spin plane. Tilting of
the spin plane caused by the magnetic Lorentz force
should be avoided. Having the spin plane aligned with
the equatorial plane and running the experiment near the
Earth's geographical poles provides a set-up with a max-
imal influence of the Coulomb drag force and a minimal
spin plane tilt caused by the magnetic Lorentz force
because the magnetic field is perpendicular to the spin
plane. An alignment error of less than 31 is a safe selection
for the influence of the Coulomb drag force to be big
enough and of the magnetic Lorentz force to be small
enough. The ESTCube-1 ground station is located at an
approximate latitude of 581 North. ESTCube-1 has mono-
pole antennas perpendicular to the z-axis. This set-up
provides a communication link without blind spots even
if the satellite has a high spin rate around the satellite
z-axis that is aligned with the Earth's polar axis. [27]

The attitude determination system uses three-axis
magnetometers, three-axis gyroscopic sensors and two-
axis Sun sensors, one on each side of the satellite. Attitude
estimation is performed using an UKF and attitude control
is performed by three electromagnetic coils.

The electrical power system is able to provide con-
stantly 150 mW from batteries for coils for more than 30
orbits in the worst-case scenario assuming that no power
is generated by solar panels. Since each side of the satellite
is covered with two solar panels, power generation of a
spinning satellite should not drop below the estimated
worst-case scenario of 2.2 W assuming that one side of the
satellite is directed towards the Sun. [26]

To mitigate the risk of mission failure due to hardware
malfunction, analyses of reduced satellite functionality are
carried out. While magnetometer and gyroscope failure
would lead to failure of the mission, this risk is mitigated
by the use of two magnetometers and four gyroscopes.
Sun sensor failure would increase errors in estimated
attitude. Worst-case scenario analysis is carried out by
simulating spin control when all Sun sensors fail. The
implications of failed magnetic actuators are described by
de Ruiter [25]. Analysis shows that the spin controller is
able to reach the desired state even when up to two coils
fail, providing that the working coil is perpendicular to the
spin plane. In this paper, this worst-case scenario analysis
is carried out by simulating spin control when two coils
fail (x–z and y–z).

To mitigate the risk of software failure, a HIL test is
carried out on a MCU prototype with the same processor
and memory capacity as on the flight hardware.

3. Space simulation environment

The space simulation environment is a set of adjustable
and expandable models and signal processing tools that
interact with each other to provide a realistic basis for
modelling attitude determination and control.

In this analysis, the following reference frames are
used. First, the Earth Centred Inertial reference Frame
(ECIF): the origin of the frame is at the centre of the Earth,
the x-axis passes through the point where the vernal
equinox and equatorial plane intersect, and the z-axis
passes through the Geographic North Pole. Second, the
Earth Centred Earth Fixed reference frame (ECEF): the
origin of the frame is at the centre of the Earth, the x-axis
passes through the point where the Greenwich Meridian
intersects the equatorial plane, and the z-axis passes
through the Geographic North Pole. Third, the Satellite
Body Reference Frame (SBRF): the origin of the frame is at
the geometrical centre of the satellite and all axes are
aligned with the satellite frame. According to Vinther et al.
[30], the rotation between the SBRF and the principal
reference frame is not required since 1-unit CubeSats are
close to symmetric in terms of mass distribution.



Fig. 1. Space simulation environment schematic. Blocks marked with a grey background are also implemented on-board.
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The schematic of the simulation environment is pre-
sented in Fig. 1. The Sun's position is calculated using the
algorithm presented in [32, p. 36]. The orbit is propagated
using the Simplified General Perturbations Model 4 [33].
Magnetic field is calculated using International Geomag-
netic Reference Field 11 [34]. The Earth's rotation model,
the eclipse model and models of disturbances are described
by Amini et al. [28], Jensen and Vinther [29]. Satellite
dynamics and kinematics are based on derivations
described by Wertz [35, p. 510–524]. Sensor measurements
are modelled by transforming the corresponding vector to
the SBRF and applying Gaussian noise with a given standard
deviation. The UKF is used for estimating attitude [30].
The UKF also performs bias estimation for all sensor data.
The spin controller is described in detail in Section 4.

One iteration of on-board calculations can take up to
0.2 s; when approaching the desired spin rate of
360 deg s�1, the attitude can change by up to 721 while
these calculations are being performed. In the simulation
environment, this is modelled as a calculation time delay.
Because the calculation time delay can cause significant
error in the estimated attitude, results from models and
sensor readings are extrapolated before being passed to
the UKF. Spacecraft position, Sun position and Earth
rotation are extrapolated by passing the sum of the current
time and the time estimated for calculations to the
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respective model. The extrapolated spacecraft position
passed to the magnetic field model provides an extrapo-
lated magnetic field vector. Angular velocity is constant
during calculation because no control torque is applied
and disturbance torques can be considered negligible. The
angular velocity and the estimated calculation time pro-
vide the change of attitude used to extrapolate magnet-
ometer and Sun sensor measurements.

The coil emulator saturates and quantises the magnetic
moment to calculate torque. Saturation is caused by
maximum coil current. Each element of the magnetic
moment vector is quantised to a signed 9-bit value to
comply with on-board implementation.

Because of the high spin rate, special attention should
be paid to the frequency and duration of the applied
torque. Taking coil discharge time, measurement time,
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Fig. 2. Timeline of one attitude determination and control cycle.

Fig. 3. Hardware-in-the
calculation time and torque time into account, it was
found that the whole cycle can be run with an attitude
determination and control frequency of 3 Hz. One com-
plete cycle is shown in Fig. 2. Tests showed coil discharge
time to be less than 0.02 s, measurement time less than
0.013 s and calculation time less than 0.17 s (givenwith the
safety margin in Fig. 2). Simulations of different torque
times showed best spin-up performance when the torque
time was set to 0.1 s.

The schematic of HIL set-up is presented in Fig. 3.
Sensor readings are emulated in the simulation environ-
ment and together with the eclipse parameter and time
are sent to the MCU. A serial port with an USB (Universal
Serial Bus)-to-serial converter is used for communication.
On the MCU, the Earth rotation model, the Sun position
model, orbit propagation and the magnetic field model are
run. Based on models, emulated sensor readings, eclipse
parameter and time, the UKF estimates attitude as an input
to the spin controller. Then magnetic moment values
from the spin controller are quantised, saturated and sent
to the simulation environment. In orbit, the eclipse para-
meter will be derived from Sun sensor and solar panel
readings. It also indicates whether the Sun is in the field
of view.

Simulation environment parameters are listed in
Table 1.
-loop schematic.
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4. Spin controller

The spin controller, based on Lyapunov approach,
simultaneously performs spin rate control and spin axis
alignment. It is described with Formulae (1)–(4) [25]. The
first term in parentheses of Formula (2) controls the spin
rate; the second term minimises the effect of precession
and the third is a nutation dumping term. In the presence
of errors it is required for the dipole moment m to have a
correct sign for the controller to be stable. The controller's
stability requirement sets a complex requirement for the
angular velocity measurement accuracy, the magnetic field
measurement accuracy, the overall attitude estimation
accuracy and the moment of inertia determination accu-
racy since the dipole moment is a function of all listed
parameters. In order for the rotation to be stable, the
satellite should spin around the minor or major axis of
inertia. In order for the controller to reach the desired
state, control gains should be set as follows: k40, k141
and k240. It is suggested to select k such that it does not
saturate the control signal; k1 between 1 and 2; and k2 to
be small. During development of the spin controller, two
reasonable assumptions have been made. First, the local
Earth's magnetic field vector expressed in an inertial frame
is a uniformly continuous function of time and its absolute
value is bounded by two positive values. Second, it is
impossible for the satellite's natural motion to match the
time history of the Earth's magnetic field throughout
the orbit. The satellite spin axis might end up pointing
the opposite direction to what is expected but such
behaviour has not been observed by both the author of
the spin controller and authors of this paper. The spin
controller is able to reach the desired state in the case of
Table 1
Space simulation environment parameters.

Parameter name

Satellite mass
Satellite size
Centre of mass
Inertia matrix
Atmospheric drag coefficient
Atmospheric density

Solar momentum flux
Solar absorption coefficient
Maximum magnetic moment for coils
Magnetometer standard deviation
Sun sensor standard deviation
Gyroscope standard deviation
Attitude determination and control frequency
Calculation time
Torque time
Coil discharge and measurement time
TLE epoch
TLE BSTAR drag term

TLE inclination
TLE right ascension of ascending node
TLE eccentricity
TLE argument of perigee
TLE mean anomaly
TLE mean motion
two out of three failed coils, providing that the working
coil is perpendicular to the spin plane. If the only working
coil is parallel to the spin plane, the spin controller is not
able to reach the desired state. [25]

m¼ sat � k

JBJ2
A;mmax

� �
ð1Þ

A¼WB� ~hþk1ehz
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0
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1
CA ð2Þ

~h ¼ h�hd ¼ Iω�Iωd ð3Þ

ehz ¼ hz�hdω ¼ Izωz� Izωdω ð4Þ

m is the magnetorquer dipole moment vector
expressed in the SBRF.
B is the is Earth's magnetic field vector expressed in
the SBRF.
h is the satellite angular momentum vector expressed
in the SBRF; h¼ ½hx hy hz�T .
hd is the desired satellite angular momentum vector
expressed in the SBRF; hd ¼ ½hdx hdy hdz�T .
~h is the satellite angular momentum error vector
expressed in the SBRF.
I is the satellite moment of inertia matrix expressed in
the SBRF; I ¼ diagðIx; Iy; IzÞ.
ω is the satellite angular velocity vector expressed in
the SBRF; ω¼ ½ωx ωy ωz�T .
ωd is the desired satellite angular velocity vector
defined in the ECIF and expressed in the SBRF;
Value

1.12513 kg
0:1� 0:1� 0:11 m
½0:04847 0:04797 0:04928�T m
diag ½0:0020849 0:002259 0:0022989� kg m2

2.0

10�13 kg m�3

4:5565 N m�2

1.2964
0:104 A m2

31
3.331
1 deg s�1

3 Hz
0.2 s
0.1 s
0.033 s
13859.424

0:14573� 103ðEarth radiiÞ�1

981
1611
0.0015763
221
3381
14.66309673 rev day�1
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Fig. 4. Fully operational satellite. (a) Results of the simulation that took
the most time to reach the desired state. Left y-axis: satellite angular
velocity expressed in the ECIF. Right y-axis: satellite pointing error
between the SBRF and the ECIF z-axes. (b) Results after the third orbit
for all simulations. Left y-axis: satellite angular velocity around the z-axis
expressed in the SBRF. Right y-axis: pointing error between the SBRF and
the ECIF z-axes.
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ωd ¼ ½ωdx ωdy ωdz�T .
ehz is the angular momentum error around the satelli-
te's z-axis.
hdω is the desired angular momentum around the
satellite's z-axis.
ωdω is the desired angular speed defined and expressed
in the SBRF.
k is the controller gain for overall convergence.
k1 is the controller gain for precession damping.
k2 is the controller gain for nutation damping.
P is the x- and y-axis selection matrix; P ¼ diagð1;1;0Þ.
W is the coil selection matrix; if all coils are active,
W ¼ diagð1;1;1Þ.

The saturation function of the ith element is defined by
Formula (5).

fsat½x; xmax�gi ¼
fxgi; jfxgijrfxmaxgi
fxmaxgisignðfxgiÞ jfxgij4fxmaxgi

(
ð5Þ

5. Simulation results

Spin controller simulation results are presented in this
section. Simulations of a fully operational satellite show
controller performance with all coils and sensors working.
Two types of fault-tolerance simulation are presented:
first, with significant errors in estimated attitude caused
by non-operational Sun sensors and, second, with two
non-operational coils. A HIL test is performed to test the
on-board software.

The desired angular velocity vector is given in the ECIF
as ωd ¼ ½0 0 360�T deg s�1 and in each iteration it is
transformed to the SBRF by using an attitude quaternion.
The desired angular velocity is directly defined in the SBRF
as ωdω ¼ 360 deg s�1. Effective gain values k, k1, k2 were
found iteratively to be 0.001, 1.3, 0.1, respectively.

Initial angular velocities were set randomly between
�2 deg s�1 and þ2 deg s�1 around all axes. The initial
conditions can be achieved by using a B-dot [17] detum-
bling controller that can detumble the satellite from
angular velocities of magnitude of up to 200 deg s�1 down
to as low as 0.2 deg s�1.

The desired state is defined as follows: angular velocity
around the SBRF z-axis should be E360 deg s�1 and the
pointing error between the SBRF and the ECIF z-axes
should be less than 31. There are no strict requirements
for the maximum permissible spin rate control error
because the experiment does not depend on an exact
control of spin rate but rather on precise measurements of
the spin rate.

5.1. Fully operational satellite

During all simulations, the fully operational satellite
reached the desired state within a maximum of three
orbits. Results are presented in Fig. 4. Fig. 4a shows results
of the simulation that took the most time to reach the
desired state. Left y-axis shows the satellite angular
velocity expressed in the ECIF. Right y-axis shows the
satellite pointing error between the SBRF and the ECIF
z-axes. Fig. 4b shows results after the third orbit for all
simulations. Left y-axis shows the satellite angular velocity
around the z-axis expressed in the ECIF. Right y-axis shows
the pointing error between the SBRF and the ECIF z-axes as
well as the 31 limit of the maximum permissible satellite
pointing error. During first two orbits, when coils are used
actively, average power consumption of all coils summed
is less than 130 mW.
5.2. Non-operational Sun sensors

During all simulations with non-operational Sun sen-
sors, the satellite reached the desired state within a
maximum of 10 orbits. Fig. 5a shows results of the
simulation that took the most time to reach the desired
state. Fig. 5b shows results after orbit number 10 for all
simulations. During first eight orbits, when coils are used
actively, average power consumption of all coils summed
is less than 120 mW.
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5.3. Two non-operational coils

During all simulations with non-operational x–z or y–z
coils, the satellite reached the desired state within a
maximum of 30 orbits. Fig. 6a shows results of the
simulation that took the most time to reach the desired
state. Fig. 6b shows results after orbit number 30 for all
simulations. During first 25 orbits, when coils are used
actively, average power consumption of all coils summed
is less than 40 mW.

5.4. Hardware-in-the-loop

The HIL test was run on a MCU with the STM32F103
processor. The processor's clock frequency was set to
72 MHz. A single iteration of ADCS software takes
E160 ms when executed together with command and
data management tasks. RAM (Random-Access Memory)
footprint is E4.5 kB and flash memory footprint E54 kB.
The satellite was fully operational in this simulation.

Results are presented in Fig. 7. The satellite reached the
desired state within five orbits. The performance is not as
efficient as in Section 5.1 due to high-speed communica-
tion problems between the MCU and Simulink. The simu-
lation environment missed a part of data due to the fact
that only simulation step size is controllable but not the
data rate of serial communication. However, ability to
perform in the presence of errors has showed fault-
tolerance of the spin controller. During first four orbits,
when coils are used actively, average power consumption
of all coils summed is less than 125 mW.

6. Conclusions

This analysis demonstrates that it is possible to perform
high rate spin control and simultaneous spin axis align-
ment with the Earth's inertial reference frame for a
nanosatellite, using only electromagnetic coils as actua-
tors. The requirements of the desired state are that the
angular velocity around the SBRF z-axis should reach
E360 deg s�1, and that the pointing error between the
SBRF and the ECIF z-axes should be less than 31. Simula-
tions of a fully operational satellite demonstrated that the
desired state could be attained within three orbits.
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Fig. 7. Hardware-in-the-loop simulation. Left y-axis: satellite angular
velocity expressed in the ECIF. Right y-axis: pointing error between the
SBRF and the ECIF z-axes.
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Controller fault-tolerance was analysed. When significant
errors of estimated attitude were caused by non-
operational Sun sensors, the desired state was reached
within 10 orbits; with two non-operational coils it was
reached within 30 orbits; and in the presence of commu-
nication errors during the HIL test the desired state was
reached within five orbits. Even in the worst-case, the
fault-tolerance test demonstrates the ability to reach the
desired state in E2 days. All simulations showed power
consumption for coils within required limit. These results
are sufficient to satisfy the ESTCube-1 and E-sail mission
requirements.

The HIL test showed that it is possible to run the
software of an active ADCS on the hardware of a nanosa-
tellite, i.e., STM32F103 processor, at least 4.5 kB of RAM
and 54 kB of flash memory. In order to increase perfor-
mance it is suggested to use a hardware floating-point unit
for 64-bit floating point arithmetic.
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